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Sublinear temperature dependence of thermal conductivity in the incommensurate phase of TlInTe 2
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Thermal conductivity (κ) of semiconducting and insulating solids generally show inverse linear temperature
dependence above the Debye temperature (TD) owing to dominant phonon-phonon scattering, i.e, κ ∝ T −1.
Recently, in ultralow κ materials, κ is found to decrease sublinearly (κ ∝ T −α where 0 < α < 1) above TD as
interbranch wavelike tunneling contribution becomes significant. Here we show that the deviation from linearity
can be unprecedently large in incommensurate (IC) phases as exemplified by archetypal Zintl-like semicon-
ductor TlInTe2. This happens because two mutually incompatible translational symmetries allow spatially and
temporally varying phase shifts, thus giving rise to two new heat-carrying modes: phasons and amplitudons.
Using comprehensive transport and spectroscopy measurements combined with first-principles simulations of
multichannel thermal transport, i.e., phonon-phonon scattering and tunneling contributions, we find that new
modes contribute nearly 10-30% of the total κ near the IC transition. The origin of this IC transition is
rooted in the Tl lone pair and large polarizability of the electronic cloud, whose fingerprints are visible in
the phonon linewidths. Our study paves the way for understanding ultralow κ in IC phases, particularly for
charge-density-wave materials where IC modulation is ubiquitous.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.106.214101

I. INTRODUCTION

In Peierls Boltzmann transport equation of nonmagnetic
semiconducting and insulating solids above the Debye tem-
perature TD, thermal conductivity (κ) is inversely proportional
to temperature, i.e., κ ∝ T −α , where α is equal to one [1–3].
The α can be greater than one for (molecular) solids having
a dynamic disorder or strong quasiparticle coupling (super-
linear T dependence) before κ plateaus at high temperatures
and approaches the minimum value κmin. [1] Recent mea-
surements have shown that ultralow thermal conductivity
materials, such as CsPbBr3 and Tl3VSe4, have α < 1, [4,5]
which is now understood to originate from a combination
of Peierls contribution and coherences term. [6] The Peierls
contribution stems from phonon-phonon scattering processes,
i.e., Umklapp processes, while the coherence term is due to in-
terbranch wavelike tunneling enabled by overlapping phonon
branches and finite phonon linewidths. [4,6] On heating, the
Peierls contribution κP decreases as κP ∝ T −1 (assuming min-
imal renormalization of interatomic forces). In contrast, the
coherences term κC increases with temperature due to in-
creased interbranch wavelike tunneling, thus enabling α < 1
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temperature dependence. [6] Besides the above mechanisms,
phonon renormalization in strongly anharmonic materials or
near phase transitions leads to nontrivial changes in phonon
group velocity (vg) and phonon-phonon (ph-ph) scattering
phase space. The renormalized phonons may lead to deviation
from α = 1 in a limited T range near the transition as recently
observed for SnS and SnSe, [7] or at high T as reported for
PbTe. [8,9]

Incommensurate (IC) phases offer an extra degree of
freedom for thermal transport due to two or more differ-
ent translational symmetries with continuously accumulating
phase shifts φ between them. [10–12] If we consider φ′ to
be derivative of the phase with respect to the site coordinates
along which the phase is being accumulated, we get two new
dynamical modes, namely phasons and amplitudons, corre-
sponding to purely tangential sliding and radial breathing in
φ′, respectively {see pictorial illustration in Supplementary
Materials (SM) Fig. S1, [13] see also Refs.[14–30] therein}.
The energy-wavevector relationship, i.e., dispersion, of pha-
sons and amplitudons, is similar to acoustic and optic modes,
as shown in Fig. 1(d). However, as the IC lattice is signif-
icantly larger, the Brillouin zone is proportionally reduced
(see SM Fig. S2); consequently, the contribution of phasons
and amplitudons towards heat capacity (Cp) is small. [31,32]
But phason group velocity (vg) is not limited by the speed
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FIG. 1. (a) Crystal structure of TlInTe2 in the normal phase as
viewed along the c axis. The In atom is covalently bonded (sp3) to
four Te atoms forming InTe4 tetrahedrons and the chains of Tl cations
reside in between the tetrahedrons. (b) Tl atoms move towards the
InTe4 tetrahedrons and towards each other (shown by red arrows)
leading to incommensuration along the c axis. (c) Distribution of
charge density in the normal phase (top panel) and the IC phase
(bottom panel). IC modulation leads to overlap of the Tl-In charge
cloud (indicated by the orange arrows) and bond formation. (d) Qual-
itative dispersion curves of amplitudon and phason excitations in the
IC phase arising from two or more different translational symmetries
with continuously accumulating phase shifts (see SM Fig. S1). These
excitations resemble optic and acoustic modes of a crystal.

of sound and can travel subsonically and supersonically; for
example, supersonic velocities are observed in blue bronze
[33] and fresonite crystals, [12] hence contribution to κ is not
necessarily negligible (κ = 1

3Cpv
2
gτ , see SM Fig. S2). Here τ

is the phonon/phason lifetime.
So far, phason thermal transport is studied in metals

where charge-density-wave (CDW) instability leads to the IC
lattice rearrangement below TCDW, for example: (TaSe4)2I,
(NbSe4)10I3, K0.3MoO3, TaS3, and (Na,K)0.9Mo6O17, [34,35]
but challenges remain in deciphering the phason contribution
to κ . In the IC CDW phase, electronic states are partially or
fully gapped at the Fermi level (EF) with bound electron-hole
pairs. Hence both polar (i.e., Wiedemann-Franz) and bipolar
terms contribute to κ . [34] Moreover, the gapped state at EF

decreases the electron-phonon (e-ph) scattering phase space
as energy and momentum conservation of the e-ph system can
not be satisfied, thus increasing both phonon and electron life-
times. [36,37] Hence, the estimation of all these contributions
in both metallic and IC CDW phase to isolate the phonon
and phason contributions is generally not straightforward.
The IC phase in semiconducting and insulating materials,
in particular where the IC phase exists near TD, is ideally

suited for thermal transport study, as electronic contribu-
tion and e-ph scattering are both absent. Previous studies in
known insulating IC phases such as Hg3−δAsF6, Rb2ZnCl4, β-
ThBr4, C12D10, K2SeO4, and NaNO2, focused commensurate
to IC transition and did not investigate the thermal transport.
[10,38–49] Moreover, the IC transition temperature was away
from TD, thus was not ideal for unambiguously establishing
deviation from κ ∝ T −1 in the IC phase.

Zintl-like electron-deficient semiconductors TlMX2 (M =
Ga, In; X = S, Se, Te; Eg ∼ 1 eV) stabilize in the IC phase
in a wide temperature range near TD, [50] and have recently
garnered interest for ultralow κ ∼ 0.5 Wm−1K−1 at 300 K.
[14,28–30,51] These semiconductors are promising candi-
dates to probe inverse T dependence and isolate the phason
contribution to κ . With this study, we elucidate on the sub-
linear thermal transport (0 < α < 1) of TlInTe2 in normal,
IC, and commensurate phases using both frequency and time-
domain spectroscopy and detailed first-principles simulations
by explicitly calculating κP and κC with and without (w/o)
phonon renormalization. Our direct measurements of the
imaginary part of the dielectric constant allow us to exclude
the presence of charge carriers near the Fermi level and their
interaction with phonons. We find phasons and amplitudons
contribute nearly 10 to 30% to the total κ near the IC phase
transition. The phason and amplitudon contribution combined
with renormalized κP and κC enable sublinear T dependence
(0.7 � α � 0.8) in a wide temperature range spanning 100
to 400 K. The origin of the IC phase is rooted in the large
polarizability of Tl lone pairs, and we trace its fingerprints in
the linewidths/lifetimes of multiple phonon modes.

II. NORMAL-INCOMMENSURATE-COMMENSURATE
PHASE TRANSITIONS

TlInTe2 crystallizes in the tetragonal body-centered lattice
with D18

h – I4/mcm space group at room temperature (RT),
[14,50] as confirmed by our x-ray diffraction measurements
(see SM Fig. S3). Figure 1(a) shows the crystal structure of
TlInTe2 in the a − b plane consisting of alternating (InTe4)1−
anionic and Tl1+ cationic chains along the c axis. Within
the (InTe4)1− tetrahedrons, In is covalently bonded (sp3) to
four Te atoms. Each tetrahedron shares its horizontal edges
to adjacent tetrahedra along the c axis. Since sp3 hybridized
In has three valence electrons, it cannot form two-center-two-
electron bonds with Te atoms. Thus, analogous to 1D Zintl
compounds, TlInTe2 is electron deficient and adopts a Zintl-
like structure. [14] Tl atoms reside in between the anionic
chains surrounded by eight Te atoms. They donate an extra
electron to the anionic chain to attain formal valence of +1.
Tl-Te distance of 3.59 Å is significantly larger than the sum of
the covalent radii of Tl (1.45 Å) and Te (1.35 Å), but is close
to the sum of the ionic radii; consequently, the mean square
displacements (MSD) of Tl are nearly a factor of two larger
than In and Te at RT. [30] The large MSD has implications on
the measured phonon spectra, as we discuss later.

Similar to TlInSe2, [50,52] in the IC phase of TlInTe2,
Tl atoms move towards the InTe4 tetrahedrons and towards
each other leading to incommensuration along the c axis [see
Fig. 1(b)]. This movement leads to the increased overlap of
Tl-Te charge cloud, as illustrated in Fig. 1(c) top and bottom
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FIG. 2. (a) κ of TlInTe2 between 100–300 K measured on heating (red) and cooling (blue) cycle (Run 1) compared with simulated κ =
κP + κC. Renorm refers to simulated κ accounting for temperature-induced renormalization of interatomic force constants, while w/o renorm
is without renormalization. The shaded area indicates the contribution of phasons and amplitudons to κ . Inset: Simulated κPT α approaching
constant value above TD for α = 0.9 and 1.0 for renorm and w/o renorm, respectively. (b) Variation of κT α on heating and cooling for α =
0.7, 0.8, and 1.0. TIC1, Tfl, TIC2, and TC indicate the first IC transition, fluctuation regime transition, second IC transition, and commensurate
transition temperatures. (c) Cp measurements from 2 to 240 K compared with simulations. The red dotted line indicates constant volume
high-T limit of 3 kB/atom. Inset: enlarged view of Cp in the 75–175 K range showing the transition near 150 K. (d) Raman active modes in
different phases on cooling. At 200 and 120 K, the blue peak near 115 cm−1 is the amplitudon mode that appears in the IC phase but is absent
in the normal and commensurate phases.

panels, showing two-dimensional cuts of charge-density dis-
tribution with and w/o the IC modulation. We confirm this
observation by directly tracking specific Tl-Te and In-Te dis-
tortions using spectroscopy measurements, as discussed later.
Below we identify the series of normal-IC-commensurate
phase transitions as evident from anomalies/kinks in the κ ,
Cp, and diffraction measurements.

Figure 2(a) shows measured κ on heating and cooling
between 90 and 310 K. A thermal hysteresis is visible between
100 and 240 K, which is repeatable in different runs (see SM
Fig. S4). The present experimental values of κ are consistent
with previous measurements performed above RT. [14,29] A
series of transitions are evident from data, which we denote
in Fig. 2(b). At RT, TlInTe2 is stable in the normal phase.
On cooling below TIC1 ∼ 233 K, TlInTe2 transitions to the
IC phase as indicated by the change of slope of κ (T ) and
the appearance of amplitudon mode in the Raman scattering
measurements [see the blue peak in Fig. 2(d)]. A kink at TIC1 is
also visible in the intensity of (2,2,2) and (2,0,0) Bragg peaks
(see SM Fig. S5). We have color-coded the figure background
for easy visualization of different phases. However, the IC

phase below TIC1 is not stable due to thermal fluctuations.
Below Tfl ∼ 200 K, we observe that the amplitudon mode
disappears, and a kink appears in κ and Bragg peaks inten-
sities, as TlInTe2 transitions back to the normal phase. On
further cooling, the IC phase is locked in below TIC2 ∼ 146 K,
as evident from the reappearance of the amplitudon mode,
and sharp anomalies in κ and Cp [see Fig. 2(c)]. Near TC ∼
117 K, a shallow peak is visible in Cp(T ), which, we believe,
indicates the transition to the commensurate phase. This is
consistent with the disappearance of the amplitudon mode
below 120 K as shown in Fig. 2(d). While the signature of TC

is not obvious in κ , the closure of the hysteresis loop below
106 K and sharp kink in Bragg peaks intensities indicate that
this first-order phase transition is complete. The hysteresis in
the IC phase is understood to originate from defects/disorders
that obstruct diffusion of discommensurations, thus prevent-
ing crystal to thermally equilibrate, as demonstrated for IC
phase transition in Rb2ZnCl4. [40] Here we note, while
the IC and commensurate phases are well established in
literature for TlGaTe2 and TlIn(S,Se)2, [17,50,53–57] previ-
ous measurements and simulations of electrical conductivity
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[14,58–60] and κ , [14,28,29,51,60] Cp, [14] Hall effect [58],
x-ray diffraction, [17,30] and thermal expansion [61] on
TlInTe2 did not yet identify different phases; however, com-
pressibility data did show anomaly at TIC1 and TC. [61] The
lack of observation in previous measurements may be re-
lated to the disorder-induced broadening of the first-order
transition. [62] Disorders obstruct the motion [62] of the IC
phase boundaries during the nucleation and growth of phases
and smear out these first-order transitions and widen the
regime of metastability. However, if the temperature change
is not strictly unidirectional, thermal fluctuations destroy the
metastability. Such first-order transitions may be difficult to
detect, especially in the absence of any sudden discontinuity
in the measured κ as explained in the next section.

III. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF κ

Figure 2(b) shows κT α as a function of T for α = 1.0,
0.8, and 0.7. The TD of TlInTe2 calculated from mean phonon
energy is 144 K and is consistent with literature data. [51,61]
As discussed earlier, if phonon renormalization is minimal,
we should obtain a constant value of κT α for T > TD for α =
1.0. However, as we observe, κT α approaches a constant value
for 0.7 � α � 0.8, instead for α = 1.0. This α value suggests
possible role of other degrees of freedom to κ .

In Fig. 2(a), we compare measured κ with simulated κP +
κC with and w/o T -induced phonon renormalization. As we
can see, simulated values are lower than measured κ in the en-
tire T range above TIC2 [below TIC2, the IC unit cell is too large
(> 1000 atoms) for available computational resources]. Here,
we emphasize that accurate phonon calculations necessitated
6 × 6 × 6 q-grid in density functional perturbation theory
(DFPT) simulations, which are in excellent agreement with
measured phonon density of states (DOS) (see SM Fig. S6
and S7). Reproducing experimental phonon peaks is essen-
tial for three-phonon scattering phase space calculations, and
subsequently, for obtaining converged values of κP and κC

(see SM for details and SM Fig. S8). Inset of Fig. 2(a) shows
κPT α with and w/o renormalization. As expected, κPT α w/o
renormalization approaches constant value for α = 1.0. On the
other hand, renormalized κPT α becomes flat for α = 0.9, thus
indicating a change in three-phonon scattering phase space
with increasing T owing to the phonon renormalization. With
and w/o renormalization, κC has a small contribution (<15%)
below 300 K but becomes comparable to κP above it (see SM
Fig. S9).

Hence, it is apparent that simulated κP + κC cannot alone
account for the measured sublinear α between 0.7–0.8. The
other possibilities of sublinearity could include electron/free
carrier contribution to κ , electron-phonon or free carrier-
phonon scattering, lattice impurities, or grain boundaries.
[1–3] We rule out any contribution from electrons or free
carries in the next section. Moreover, our XRD measurements
did not show any trace of impurities within experimental
uncertainty (see SM Fig. S3) and the minimum grain size, as
estimated from scanning electron microscopy, is ∼1-2 μm;
hence it does not affect the reported κ . We highlight the dif-
ference between simulated and measured κ using the shaded
area in Fig. 2(a). Hence, in the absence of electronic/free
carrier, impurity, and grain boundary contributions, this

difference must originate from κIC (i.e., phasons and ampli-
tudons contribution to κ), which is nearly 20% of total κ at
TIC2. We emphasize that despite the careful comparison with
measured phonons and converge studies of κP and κC, the
simulated total κ will have uncertainty; similarly error bars
on measured κ can be as large as 10% [see Fig. 2(a)]. The
uncertainty in simulations and error bars in experiments may
slightly decrease or increase estimated κIC from 20%, but the
reported sublinearity owing to κIC is robust. Moreover, it is
not surprising that κIC, albeit small, extends above TIC1. This
is due to thermal fluctuations that enable phason intensity
to appear more than 100 K above the IC transition, as ex-
perimentally observed for fresonite crystals. [12] Moreover,
below TIC2, as IC wavevector continuously moves towards
commensuration, the accumulated phase shifts will decrease;
hence κIC will slowly decrease to zero as we approach TC.
This continuous evolution of κIC, within and above the IC
phase, prevents any sudden discontinuity in measured κ . Fur-
thermore, Cp is well-reproduced in simulations in the entire
T -range [Fig. 2(c)], as it primarily depends on phonon DOS.
As described earlier and illustrated in SM Fig. S2, phasons
have relatively small DOS; hence their contribution to Cp is
generally small.

IV. ELECTRONIC CONTRIBUTION TO THERMAL
TRANSPORT

TlInTe2 is an indirect bandgap (∼0.73 eV) [63] semicon-
ductor. At RT, the electronic contribution is expected to be
negligible. Indeed, from the measured electrical resistivity
[SM Fig. S10(a)], the electronic contribution to κ is found to
be several orders of magnitude smaller than phonons; hence
we can safely exclude it. The carrier concentration calculated
from Hall measurements also has a relatively low value of
∼1.3 × 1017 cm−3 at room temperature (see SM). However,
despite a low concentration, if the carriers are present near
the Fermi level (EF), they can scatter phonons [37] and re-
duce κ by 10 to 30%, as experimentally demonstrated for
photoexcited silicon. [64] We measured the real and imag-
inary parts of refractive index (RI = n + ik) and dielectric
constant (ε = ε′ + iε′′) using THz time-domain spectroscopy
[see Fig. 3(b) and SM Fig. S11]. If carriers were present
near EF, we would get diverging n, k, ε′, and ε′′ at zero
frequency (ω → 0), as qualitatively illustrated in Fig. 3(a).
[65] However, the measured data down to 0.25 THz do not
show diverging behavior. Thus, we can conclude that carriers
play a minimal role in thermal transport. Below we focus on
anharmonic lattice vibrations leading to ultralow κ in TlInTe2.

V. ANHARMONIC TL VIBRATIONS WITHIN RIGID InTe4

SUBLATTICE

As we described earlier, Tl atoms undergo larger thermal
displacements than In and Te (UTl

11 = UTl
22 = 0.035 Å2, UTl

33 =
0.038 Å2, UIn

11 = UIn
22 = 0.021 Å2, UIn

33 = 0.015 Å2, UTe
11 =

UTe
22 = 0.022 Å2, and UTe

33 = 0.014 Å2 at 300 K) [30]; it is ex-
pected that the phonon modes dominated by Tl atoms will be
significantly broadened. Indeed, inelastic neutron scattering
measurements showed substantial loss of Tl spectral weight
on heating (see SM Fig. S7). [30] However, In and Te phonon
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FIG. 3. (a) Qualitative variation of refractive Index RI = n + ik and dielectric constant ε = ε′ + iε′′ with ω for metals. Here, ωP is the
plasma frequency. (b) ε′′ on cooling in low frequency region (0.27-1.8 THz) showing peaks from ATO

2u , ALO
2u , ETO

u , and ELO
u phonon modes.

Inset: Enlarged view in the 0.27–0.5 THz region highlighting ATO
2u and ALO

2u modes. (c) T dependence of ω (top) and 
 (bottom) for ATO
2u (black)

and ALO
2u (red) modes. Wherever visible, error bars show one standard deviation. (d) Eigenvector of ATO

2u and ALO
2u modes in the b − c plane

showing atomic vibration nearly along the c axis. Note the movement of InTe4 tetrahedron chains along the +c and -c axis.

peaks, although broadened, did not lose spectral weight. These
large anharmonic displacements have been recently probed
for superionic conductors (SICs) (Cu,Ag)CrSe2, where the
spectral weight of a mobile ion diminishes, but the underlying
sublattice framework remains intact. [66,67] We confirm the
rigidity of underlying InTe4 sublattice by directly probing
low-energy (0.3–0.5 THz) A2u symmetry mode that has nearly
equal contributions from both Tl and InTe4 sublattices [see
Fig. 3(d)]. Figure 3(b) inset shows an enlarged view of LO-TO
splitting of the A2u mode. While a clear loss of spectral weight
due to large displacements of the Tl sublattice is visible in
Fig. 3(b), the fitted phonon energy (ω) and linewidth (
)
remain nearly constant in the entire T range (see panel c).
If the entire lattice had large anharmonicity, we would have
seen a sharp decrease in ω and an increase in 
 on heating.
Our measurements and simulations thus confirm anharmonic
Tl sublattice vibrations within the rigid framework of InTe4

tetrahedrons, in line with previous measurements on SICs
(Cu,Ag)CrSe2, where large anharmonicity of mobile Cu/Ag
ion sublattice (similar to Tl sublattice here) led to ultralow κ .
[66,67]

VI. FINGERPRINTS OF IC MODULATION IN LATTICE
RESPONSE

After establishing the multiple phase transitions and T de-
pendence of κ , we now focus on the origin of IC modulation.
As evident from our simulated abnormally large dielectric
constants (12.16,12.16,13.43), the +1 valence state of Tl
leaves behind stereochemically active 6s2 lone pair. Orbital-
and atom-resolved electronic band structure also reveals that
Tl s2 lone pair forms an isolated band and lies below the
sp3 hybridized In and Te states (see SM Fig. S12). More-
over, the Born effective charges of Tl atoms (2.71,2.71,2.11)
are nearly two to three times the conventional ionic charges,
thus indicating large polarizability of electronic cloud. In
(2.47,2,47,4,14) and Te (-2.59,-2.59,-3.12) also have large
Born effective charges. The lone pair effects and large polariz-
ability is shown to induce lattice instabilities in rocksalt based
ABX2 compounds (for example, AgInTe2 and AgSbTe2) [68]
and rocksaltlike IV-VI compound SnSe, [69] and are likely to
induce IC modulation in TlInTe2. We confirm the IC modula-
tion by directly probing the phonon linewidths (
) of A2

2u, E2
u,

B2g, and Eg symmetry modes. The A2
2u and E2

u modes involve
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FIG. 4. (a) T dependence of 
 of A2
2u (black) and E2

u (red) modes on cooling showing a dip above TIC2 (light pink shaded area). Inset shows
their respective atomic vibrations. (b) T dependence of 
 of B2g (black) and Eg (red) modes on cooling showing an increase in 
 above TIC2.
(c) Enlarged view of 
 of B2g and Eg modes shown in panel (b) from 200–220 K showing a peak just above Tfl for both modes. Wherever
visible, error bars show one standard deviation.

displacement of Te atoms towards the Tl atoms along the c
axis and in the a − b plane [similar to IC modulation, see
Fig. 4(a)], respectively, which enables charge sharing between
the two and lead to a decrease in the dielectric constant and
polarizability. Consequently, both A2

2u and E2
u modes, favoring

IC modulation, show a 10 to 30% drop in 
 between Tfl and
TIC2 on cooling [Fig. 4(a)]. On the other hand, B2g and Eg

modes weaken the sp3 hybridization between the In and Te
atoms, and In-Te bonds become less well-defined. Hence, as
shown in Fig. 4(b), the B2g and Eg modes show increase in

. We further zoomed in on T range near Tfl and the same
behavior is reproduced [see Fig. 4(c) and SM Fig. S13].

In summary, using comprehensive thermal transport and
spectroscopy measurements combined with multichannel
thermal transport simulations, we showed sublinear T depen-
dence of κ (0.7 � α � 0.8) above TD cannot be accounted
for by renormalized κP and κC. The difference is attributed to
heat-carrying phason and amplitudon excitations originating
from two different translational symmetry in the IC phase
of TlInTe2 that reaches hitherto unreported an unprecedently
large value of 10-30% of total κ at TIC2. The IC instability
is proposed to be triggered by Tl 6s2 lone pair and large
polarizability, whose signatures are visible in 
 near the phase
transition. Our study provides a systematic roadmap to inves-
tigate the κIC (i.e., phason and amplitudon contribution) in
insulating, narrow band-gap semiconductors, and metallic IC

phases, in particular for CDW phases where IC modulation is
ubiquitous [70–73].
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